GHG Khalsa College is always number one since the emergence of computerization as administration kept on upgrading the technology year after the another. This is the AHA moment for the college because computer languages have become part & parcel of every day curriculum. We have large array of state of the art-electronic gadgets to have state of science reporting on different administrative spheres.

To start with the session 2016-17, College purchased Dell Server after making deliberations with high-tech companies operating in the field. To support the system an extended list of expenditures made includes; College Website, Computers, Computers Accessories, Printers, Digital Video Recording Set, I-Card Printer, Inter Communication System, Library Barcoding System etc.
After successful installation of Server, the next challenge was to develop own indigenous ERP system. For this purpose, authorities appointed a fleet of specialized personnel. Thus, within a short span, a successful ERP system came into existence to process mountains of information. With the influx of Admission Module, Student Module into ERP system, every aspect pertaining to students ranging from entry point (admission) to exit point (passing out) has been made easy. A list of expenditure made during the session 2017-18 includes; Leased line internet expenditure (Net), Repair of Equipment’s, Salaries of technical staff, Software upgradation charges attached herewith.
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The technical staff is doing with professionalism, courage and grace to outmaneuver any technicalities confronted and successfully installing what is the need of the time.

To highlight the main addition into ERP system:- Hostel Management Module, Transport Management Module were introduced to assuage the problems coming in the way.

This whole experience has made easy certain intermediate problems like; getting Clearance Slip, Roll no. Slip, downloading of Roll no, College Prospectus etc. Expenditures incurred from time-to-time 2018-19 includes; Leased line internet expenditure (Net), Repair of Equipment’s Salaries of technical staff, Software upgradation charges attached herewith.
OUR indigenous ERP system serves as a beacon of information to one and all concerned, to better understand the things by sitting anywhere in the world. Every time, every minute a new addition is made as per the requirements. Everybody is brimming with pride when they get an inch of information with the blink of an eye.

We feel pleased the moment we make new addition to name of few in the session 2019-20; Activity Management Module, HR Module, Time-Table Module, Students Attendance Module were introduced to facilitate of students community. Expenditure made during 2019-20 includes; Leased line internet expenditure (Net), Repair of Equipment’s Salaries of technical staff, Software upgradation charges attached herewith.
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Notwithstanding the growing complexities, the system needs upgradation. We double down and redouble our effort to make the things more simple. A non-stop review takes place every time. We look back and find the solution.

During the session 2020-21, Online Exam Module was introduced to facilitate students to download any sort of information required. Latest Module introduced is Library Management Module to enable the students to know the library protocol with respect to books.

College also purchased new UPS of 10 KV for computer Lab-3 to upgrade the existing system. The Radio Link Networking (P to P) was also improved.

Besides we have successfully developed LMS. This system enables the college to place/store data at a safer place rather than finding it lying somewhere scattered. LMS also allows the teachers to share their teaching materials in shape of E-Contents, PDF, PPT’s, Video Lectures and Written Notes etc. Students can also submit their Assignments through this platform. Students Quiz Competition, Presentation and other activities can easily perform through LMS.